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Abstract 

Given the prevalence of MHC-class II-restricted T cell responses in driving 

autoimmune disease, it is not surprising that numerous therapeutic strategies have been 

designed to target CD4+ T cells in the hope of attenuating autoimmunity and restoring 

self-tolerance. Our lab has previously demonstrated that the intravenous administration 

of antigen-pulsed, ethylenecarbidiimide-fixed splenic antigen-presenting cells can 

promote long-lived clonal anergy of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells both in vitro and in 

vivo. In this study, we used the NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1 CD4+ transgenic mouse model of 

Type I Diabetes as a reductionist approach to understand how these antigen-coupled 

cells induce peripheral tolerance. Though administration of antigen-coupled cells is a 

powerful method of tolerance induction, antigen-coupled cell therapy is not optimal. This 

is in part because the mechanism(s) of antigen-coupled cell induced tolerance have yet 

to be elucidated. Though the route of administration, dosage, levels of costimulation, T 

cell polarization and regulatory T cell induction are all likely to contribute to tolerance 

induction by antigen-coupled cells, their relative contributions have yet to be defined. 

The goal of this thesis is to understand the mechanisms underlying the processing and 

presentation of antigen-coupled cells, with the ultimate goal of using that information to 

improve the efficacy of this therapeutic.  
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Chapter 1: Discerning self from non-self: An introduction to immunological 

tolerance 

 

Due to the sheer diversity of the T cell receptors generated during lymphocyte 

development, it is inevitable that some T cell clones would have the potential to respond 

to self-antigens. Fortunately, the immune system has evolved several mechanisms that 

act synergistically to suppress autoimmunity without inhibiting the ability of the immune 

system to mount an effective response against pathogenic infections. This section will 

review the process by which T cells with potential reactivity for self-antigens are 

eliminated in the thymus during early T cell development and the peripheral mechanisms 

of tolerance that exist to suppress autoreactive clones that escaped deletion in the 

thymus.   

 

1.1 Broad overview of central tolerance mechanisms  

T cells arise from hematopoietic stem cell precursors that migrate to the thymus. 

The thymus provides a specialized and architecturally organized microenvironment for 

the development and maturation of T cells. T cell progenitors enter the thymus through 

high endothelial venules near the cortico-medullary junction and migrate to the 

subcapsular region of the thymus [1]. Here they start the process of maturation through 

rearrangement of their T cell receptor (TCR) genes. Following successful rearrangement 

and surface expression of the TCR, these thymocytes move further into the thymic 

cortex [1].  

Interactions between the TCR and a major histocompatability complex (MHC) 

bound to a cognate peptide antigen and displayed by thymic cortical epithelial cells play 

an important part in the fate of the thymocyte. At this point in maturation, the developing 
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thymocyte expresses the surface markers CD4 and CD8, as well as an αβ TCR. A T cell 

that has a receptor capable of recognizing an MHC-II molecule will receive both a 

maturation signal and a survival signal [1]. Eventually, this cell will stop expressing CD8 

and maintain expression of CD4. Similarly, a cell that has a receptor capable of 

interacting with MHC-I molecules receives both a maturation signal and survival signal 

and eventually maintains expression of the CD8 co-receptor and down modulates CD4. 

Thymocytes that obtain a survival signal at this stage in development are said to 

undergo positive selection [1]. Thymocytes that recognize peptide-MHC-I or MHC-II 

complexes too avidly during this process receive a signal that drives them into cell death 

[1]. In this way, thymocytes capable of responding to self-peptide antigens are 

eliminated in a process known as negative selection, or central tolerance. 

The surviving T cells migrate from the thymic cortex to the medulla. At this stage, 

these thymocytes remain capable of recognizing self-peptide antigens expressed on 

other cell types, such as dendritic cells, macrophages and medullary epithelial cells. As 

before, thymocytes that recognize self-peptide antigens too avidly receive a signal 

causing them to undergo cell death [1]. The remaining thymocytes, now mature CD4 and 

CD8 single positive naive T cells, leave the thymus either returning to the bloodstream 

by directly passing into venules or via the lymphatic system. Although central tolerance 

mechanisms are efficient, they cannot delete all self-reactive lymphocytes, partly 

because not all self-antigens are expressed in the thymus. Peripheral tolerance 

mechanisms, such as antigen sequestration, anergy and clonal deletion, are therefore 

essential to control self-reactive lymphocytes that first encounter their antigen after 

leaving the thymus.   
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1.2 Broad overview of peripheral tolerance mechanisms 

Once in the periphery, naive T cell circulation is limited to secondary lymphoid 

organs. Guided by increasing chemokine gradients and the physical interactions 

between selectins expressed on the surface of the naive T cell and addressins 

expressed on the endothelial cells lining the high endothelial venules, naive T cells 

migrate into lymphoid tissue. These T cells then actively scan the T cell rich region of the 

cortex for their cognate antigen-bearing dendritic cell (DC). Should TCR ligation occur, 

the T cell undergoes activation, eventually leaves the secondary lymphoid organs and 

begins its migration into the impacted tissue to mediate antigen clearance and 

restoration of tissue homeostasis. In the absence of TCR ligation, however, naive T cells 

re-enter lymphatic circulation. Because the circulation of naive T cells is limited to 

secondary lymphoid organs, the physical separation of potentially autoreactive T cells 

from parenchymal cells that express tissue-restricted self-antigens, such as insulin in the 

case of type 1 diabetes, can provide an effective barrier to the recognition of self 

peptide-MHC complexes and subsequent induction of autoimmunity.  

In addition to antigen sequestration, clonal anergy and the suppression of 

autoreactive T cells by regulatory cells can act synergistically to provide protection 

against autoimmunity. T cell anergy describes a tolerance mechanism in which a T cell 

is functionally inactivated following antigen encounter, yet remains alive for an extended 

period of time in a state of hyporesponsiveness [2]. Anergy can be induced in CD4+ T 

cell clones by the delivery of a strong TCR signal in the absence of costimulation. This 

type of stimulation results in incomplete T cell activation. Though these cells are capable 

of synthesizing and producing new proteins required to initiate and maintain the anergic 
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state, they are unable to mount an immune response to their activating antigen 

[reviewed in 2].  

Regulatory cells, such as regulatory T cells (Tregs) and tolerogenic antigen 

presenting cells (APCs), promote anergic phenotypes in autoreactive T cells. Acting in 

secondary lymphoid tissues and at sites of inflammation, Tregs mediate the suppression 

of autoreactive T cells in part through the production of IL-10 and TGF-β. Similarly, 

tolerogenic DCs can induce tolerance in self-reactive T cells by failing to deliver 

adequate costimulatory signals either through the production of tolerogenic cytokines or 

through ligation of inhibitory receptors [3]. Tolerogenicity is not limited to a single subset 

of DC. It is thought that these tolerogenic DCs are generated through incomplete 

maturation brought about by uptake of apoptotic debris. Unlike necrotic cells, apoptotic 

bodies are not sufficient to induce DC maturation and instead promote upregulation of 

inhibitory receptors such as programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and production of 

suppressive cytokines, such as IL-10 and TGF-β [4].  This is part of the natural process 

in which the body maintains homeostasis to clear debris from dying and dead cells, an 

event that does not trigger an unwarranted inflammatory response. 

 

1.3 Autoimmunity as a result of non-functional tolerance: Lessons learned from Type I 

Diabetes  

The hallmark of a functional immune system is the capacity to distinguish 

between foreign antigens expressed by pathogens and self-antigens expressed by the 

body. As demonstrated in the previous section, the lack of an immunogenic response to 

self-antigen is dependent on several tolerogenic mechanisms. While central tolerance 

focuses on the removal of autoreactive T cell clones during development in the thymus, 

peripheral tolerance mechanisms exist at sites of antigen recognition, processing and 
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priming as a means to suppress activation of autoreactive T cell clones that have 

escaped central tolerance. Failure in either central or peripheral tolerance can lead to 

increased expansion of autoreactive effector T cells and the initiation of autoimmune 

disorders.  

 Type I Diabetes (T1D) in both humans and the non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse 

model develops as a consequence of T cell-mediated autoimmune destruction of the 

insulin-producing β islet cells within the pancreas [5-8]. As a result, glucose metabolism 

cannot be properly regulated without the addition of an exogenous source of insulin. 

Based largely on work done in the NOD mouse model, both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells 

have been identified as the primary mediators of β cell destruction [5-8]. However, 

despite significant advances in our understanding of T1D pathogenesis, little is known 

about how these autoreactive T cells bypass both central and peripheral tolerance and 

become activated in response to autoantigens.  

Twin studies [60-66], family studies [67-70] and animal models have helped to 

elucidate some of the genetic susceptibility factors associated with T1D pathogenesis. 

Human leukocyte antigens (HLA) alleles are the strongest indicator of diabetes 

susceptibility in humans [71, 72]. The most common T1D susceptibility-linked HLA 

haplotypes include HLA-DR4, HLA-DR3 and HLA-DQ8 [72]. Disease susceptibility 

associated with these HLA haplotypes may be related to the ability of these class II 

molecules to present pancreatic antigen to diabetogenic T cells. Individuals with HLA 

molecules that are not capable of effectively presenting pancreatic antigen to naïve T 

cells in the thymus might fail to promote central tolerance. Alternatively, these HLA 

alleles may selectively present pancreatic antigen to mature T cells that have escaped 

negative selective in the thymus. The ability of HLA molecules to present antigen to 

diabetogenic T cells is thought to depend on subtle variation in the conformational 
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properties of the HLA molecule that impact binding to and the subsequent presentation 

of pancreatic antigens to diabetogenic T cells [73-77]. 

In addition to HLA haplotype, polymorphisms in the regulatory region of the 

insulin gene [78-80], the cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) gene [81-84], the 

programmed death 1 (PD-1) gene [20] as well as the autoimmune regulator gene (AIRE) 

[10-13] are likely to contribute to diabetes risk and susceptibility in some individuals. As 

with susceptibly associated HLA haplotypes, polymorphisms in the insulin regulatory 

gene, CTLA-4, PD-1 and AIRE may contribute to disease onset by failing to promote 

negative selection of diabetogenic T cell clones during central tolerance or by failing to 

initiate proper toleragenic mechanisms in the periphery.  

 

1.4 Defects in central tolerance linked to the induction of T1D 

 The T cell repertoire is shaped by negative selection events occurring in the 

thymus. These events are governed by the affinity of the TCR for self-peptide-MHC 

complexes on the surface of thymic epithelial cells and DC [1, 9]. The efficacy of 

negative selection comes from the large number of tissue-restricted antigens, including 

components of the β islet cells, expressed by thymic epithelial cells [10-12]. The 

expression of genes encoding these tissue-restricted antigens is regulated by the 

transcription factor AIRE. Not surprisingly, mutations in the AIRE gene that alter or 

ablate the transcriptional function of the protein are associated with T cell-mediated 

autoimmunity targeting several tissues, including the pancreas [10, 12, 13]. In addition to 

changes in the availability of peptides derived from β cell antigen in the thymus during 

negative selection, polymorphisms in the PTPN22 gene associated with increased 

phosphatase activity and down regulation of TCR signaling have been suggested to 

increase the activation threshold necessary for deletion [14]. Thus, hyper-phosphatase 
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activity generated from dysfunctional PTPN22 expression may allow diabetogenic T cell 

clones that recognize islet-antigen too avidly to bypass deletion in the thymus.      

 

1.5 Dysregulation of peripheral tolerance mechanisms linked to the induction of T1D 

Because central tolerance is not absolute, a number of peripheral mechanisms 

are in place to ensure the suppression of autoreactive T cell clones. Clonal anergy, 

deletion and immunoregulation by Tregs or tolerogenic APCs all play active roles in the 

maintenance of peripheral tolerance. Naive T cells require two signals to sustain 

proliferation and secrete cytokines. The first signal is delivered through binding of the 

TCR with its cognate peptide-MHC. The magnitude and duration of the first signal is 

determined by the affinity of the TCR for the peptide-MHC complex as well as the 

number of peptide-MHC complexes on the surface of the APC [15]. Costimulation 

through CD28, CD40L, OX40 and ICOS provide the additional signals that are 

necessary for efficient effector cell differentiation [16]. In the absence of costimulation, 

TCR ligation typically results in abortive activation of the T cell. This abortive activation 

correlates with an increased induction of activation induced cell death (AICD) due to the 

lack of survival signals. The remaining cells that fail to undergo apoptosis persist in an 

anergic state. Several studies have demonstrated a defective T cell AICD profile in NOD 

mice [17, 18], suggesting that resistance to AICD may contribute to defective tolerance 

induction to self-antigens in these animals.   

Several cell surface molecules have been implicated in the induction and 

maintenance of peripheral T cell tolerance, the more well known among them being 

cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed death 1 (PD-1). 

While there is a growing body of literature that demonstrates the importance of CTLA-4 

in the initiation of tolerogenic responses in a myriad of autoimmune diseases [19], less is 
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known about the related CTLA-4/B7 family member, PD-1. Potential defects in the PD-1 

pathway in T1D patients are suggested by the association of polymorphisms in the PD1 

gene and susceptibility to disease [20]. Additionally, lower surface expression of PD-1 

was found on peripheral blood-derived CD4 T cells from T1D patients as compared to 

healthy controls [21].  Recent studies from our lab and others have demonstrated that 

PD-1 engagement on activated T cells limits proliferation and IFNγ production and 

increases apoptosis [22-24]. Moreover, our lab has demonstrated that PD-1 interaction 

with its ligand, PD-L1, is critical for both the induction and maintenance of peripheral 

tolerance [23] and elicits this tolerogenic effect by preventing the T cell ‘stop’ signal, i.e. 

the ability of the T cell to stop and make stable contact with its cognate, antigen-bearing 

DC, and thus T cell activation [24].  

        PD-L1, the lower affinity ligand of PD-1, is constitutively expressed on the 

surface of B cells, macrophages, DCs and T cells and is further upregulated upon 

activation. In addition to the hematopoietic cells, PD-L1 is also expressed on non-

hematopoietic cells, such as vascular endothelial cells, fibroblastic reticular cells and 

pancreatic b-islet cells [25]. The expression of PD-L1 is influenced by the inflammatory 

milieu. Indeed, common gamma chain cytokines (IL-2, IL-7, IL-15), IL-10, along with 

TNFα and type I and type II interferons all contribute to the increased surface expression 

of PD-L1 [reviewed in 25]. 

        PD-1/PD-L1 ligation can prevent the expansion or differentiation of naïve, 

autoreactive T cells into effector cells via several mechanisms. In two separate 

scenarios, PD-L1 expressed on the surface of tolerogenic DCs or on the surface of non-

hematopoietic cells, like pancreatic β-islet cells, can serve as ligands for PD-1 on the 

surface of these autoreactive lymphocytes and promote both the induction and 

maintenance of tolerance. Regardless of how PD-1/PD-L1 ligation is brought about, our 
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lab has recently demonstrated that these molecules control T cell activity by preventing 

the ‘stop’ signal required for the activation of an effector T cell population. By preventing 

the ‘stop’ signal, PD-1 is in effect preventing the upregulation of surface activation 

markers and cytokine production, as well as proliferation.  

 

1.6 Therapeutic approaches to restore tolerance in a model of Type I Diabetes  

 Fc receptor nonbinding anti-CD3 monoclonal antibodies (mAb) are some of the 

most successful immunotherapies for T1D [26, 27]. These anti-CD3 mAbs have powerful 

tolerogenic properties due in part to the suboptimal TCR signal they deliver to T cells 

[28]. In addition to reversing new-onset diabetes in NOD mice [29, 30], a short-course 

treatment with anti-CD3 mAbs led to preserved islet function for five years in new-onset 

T1D patients [31, 32]. Though the exact mechanism of how anti-CD3 mAbs restore 

tolerance is unknown, there are data to suggest the tolerogenic effects of anti-CD3 

mAbs may rely on preferential depletion of pathogenic effector T cells. It is hypothesized 

that the reduction of pathogenic T cells favors immunoregulation due to a higher 

frequency and absolute number of Tregs, which are relatively resistant to depletion by 

anti-CD3 mAb [33-36]. Incidently, anti-PD-L1 administration reverses tolerance in this 

model as well, further highlighting the significance of this pathway in a separate 

tolerogenic therapy [23].  

 Costimulation blockade using CTLA-4 Ig also slows the progression of disease in 

T1D patients [37] and blocks rejection following islet transplantation [38]. Given the 

importance of CD28 signaling in Treg homeostasis [39], work is currently being done to 

determine whether extensive use of CTLA-4 Ig adversely impacts the Treg population. 

Given the dramatic tolerogenic effect CFA has in NOD mice, several studies have been 

carried out in humans using agents that activate the innate immune system. Though 
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previous trials showed adjuvants such as Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) had no effect 

on T1D [40, 41], there are ongoing clinical trials testing the efficacy of other adjuvants 

and toll-like receptor ligands in activating an innate immune response with the goal of 

moderating disease progression [59]. 

 Antigen-specific therapies have recently become an attractive therapeutic 

alternative as they can be used to restore tolerance to islet antigens without inducing 

global immunosuppression. So far antigen-specific clinical trials have targeted T cell 

responses to the major autoantigens associated with T1D (insulin or GAD) or to islet-

derived peptides eluted from human MHC-II molecules [42-48]. Different approaches 

have been used when creating antigen-specific therapies. These include favoring 

presentation of autoantigens by tolerogenic APCS, altering TCR recognition of its 

cognate antigen and skewing the T cell response from pathogenic Th1 cells to protective 

Th2 cells. Though the data from these clinical trials are less dramatic than in animal 

models, additional studies with larger cohorts and modified dosing regimens will be 

necessary to determine whether antigen-specific therapies can be effective in treating 

T1D - either alone or in concert with other immunomodulating agents that enhance islet 

β cell survival and function.     

 Our lab and others have also actively pursued cellular therapies. As with antigen-

specific therapies, the specificity of different cellular approaches allows specific removal 

of the diabetogenic population in the absence of global immunosuppression. Tregs have 

proven to be effective in both preventive and curative approaches in several models of 

autoimmunity, including T1D. Building off of the observation that expansion of a Treg 

population in NOD mice can suppress disease [49], phase I clinical trials were recently 

initiated to evaluate the efficacy of autologous Tregs expanded in vitro [50]. Though 

preliminary data suggest a promising role for Tregs in T1D, there are still many 
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challenges present that will need to be addressed when optimizing Tregs for therapeutic 

use [reviewed in 19].  

One of the more promising mechanisms of tolerance induction for the prevention 

and treatment of T1D is the intravenous administration of antigen-coupled, ethylene 

carbodiimide (ECDI) fixed splenocytes (referred to as antigen-coupled cells). Treatment 

with antigen-coupled cells is a powerful method of anergy induction in vitro and 

peripheral tolerance in vivo in several autoimmune disorders including multiple sclerosis 

and T1D [23, 51]. The fixation of donor cells with ECDI in the presence of antigen results 

in the formation of peptide bonds between free amino and carboxyl groups. Tolerance 

can be induced by specific peptides or by whole protein. In contrast to soluble, peptide-

induced tolerance, the use of whole protein coupled to a cell carries a decreased risk of 

bioactivity and a decreased risk of anaphylaxis, since the protein has been chemically 

cross-linked to the cell. 

The purpose of this thesis is to further investigate the mechanisms by which 

antigen-coupled splenocytes induce tolerance in a model of T1D. More specifically, the 

goal is to establish whether antigen-coupled cells serve directly as the APC for 

diabetogenic T cells (direct interaction), or if secondary mechanisms also play a role in 

antigen-coupled cell tolerance (indirect presentation). Given the highly apoptotic nature 

of antigen-coupled cells [51], it is possible that tolerance is initiated by the uptake, 

processing and presentation of antigen-coupled cell debris by host APCs. To test the 

hypothesis that indirect presentation is sufficient for tolerance induction, Chapter 2 will 

utilize MHC-II knockout mouse strains to test the efficiency of antigen-coupled tolerance 

using non-self donors. Upon determining that the presence of self-peptide MHC on the 

surface of the antigen-coupled cell is not required for tolerance induction, Chapter 3 will 
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examine the interaction between the antigen-coupled cells, dendritic cells and antigen-

specific T cells as a means to provide a molecular mechanism for tolerance induction.  
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Chapter 2: Indirect mechanisms of antigen presentation contribute to tolerance 

induction by ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells 

 

Our lab utilizes the NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1+ transgenic mouse line as a 

reductionist approach to studying tolerance induction in T1D [52]. The benefit of this 

transgenic line is that the BDC2.5 TCR binds a peptide agonist 1040-31 (P31) with high 

affinity when presented by NOD MHC class II molecule I-Ag7. BDC2.5 T cells activated 

in vitro with P31 and adoptively transferred into non-diabetic female NOD recipients will 

become diabetic 4-5 days following transfer (Figure 1,  ref 23). Disease is prevented in 

these animals if they are administered antigen-coupled cells fixed with P31 (Figure 1, ref 

23). The purpose of this section is to identify how P31 antigen-coupled cells induce long 

lasting tolerance in NOD recipients.  
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Figure 1. Tolerance induction by ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells in a model of 
spontaneous autoimmune diabetes. BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells that had been activated in 
vitro with acetylated P31 for five days were adoptively transferred into 5-7 week-old, 
non-diabetic NOD female mice (2.75e6 CD4+ T cells/recipient). Female NOD mice were 
then treated with P31 peptide-coupled cells or BSA-coupled cells. Disease was 
measured by blood glucose. A mouse showing two consecutive blood glucose readings 
above 250 mg/dL was considered to be diabetic. 
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2.1 Cognate interactions between antigen-coupled cells and target CD4+ T cells are not 

critical for tolerance induction 

Naive CD4+ T cells require two signals during interactions with cognate APCs to 

differentiate into effector T cells. The first signal determines the specificity of the 

response through the interaction of the CD4+ TCR and peptide-MHC-II complexes on 

the surface of the APC. The second signal is delivered in the form of costimulatory 

signals, which exist to lower the signaling threshold of the TCR and permit the 

successful activation of the CD4+ T cell. It has been suggested that the primary 

mechanism of tolerance induction by antigen-coupled cells is through the direct 

interaction of the CD4+ TCR with peptide-MHC-II complexes expressed on the surface 

of the antigen-coupled cell [reviewed in 2]. However, given the highly apoptotic nature of 

these antigen-coupled cells [51] as well as the ability of both peptide and whole protein 

(i.e. P31 and whole insulin [23]) to efficiently induce tolerance in CD4+ T cells and 

prevent T1D, we hypothesized that alternative mechanisms likely contribute to the 

induction of functional tolerance by antigen-coupled cells.  

To investigate whether direct interactions between the CD4+ T cell and antigen-

coupled cell is essential for tolerance induction, we tested the ability of antigen-coupled 

cells from syngeneic and allogeneic donors as well as from MHC-II-deficient donors to 

induce tolerance in the NOD mouse. We first examined the ability of MHC-class II-

deficient antigen-coupled cells to induce tolerance in NOD mice by treating non-diabetic 

NOD recipients that had received in vitro activated BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells with P31-

coupled ECDI-fixed splenocytes derived from MHC-class II-deficient (CIITA KO) mice 

(Figure 2A). Compared to the female NOD recipients having received BSA-coupled 

ECDI-fixed splenocytes, P31-coupled ECDI-fixed splenocytes derived from both WT and 
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class-II deficient donors induced long-lived tolerance and prevented T1D. Similarly, P31-

coupled ECDI-fixed cells from a syngeneic NOD donor or allogeneic B6 donor induced 

tolerance and prevented T1D onset in NOD recipients (Figure 2B). Together, these data 

indicate that the presence of class-II on the surface of the antigen-coupled cell is not 

required for tolerance induction. 
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Figure 2. Indirect presentation of ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells is sufficient for 
tolerance induction. (A) Five to seven week-old female NOD mice were injected with 
2.5e6 CD4+ BDC2.5 T cells that had been activated in vitro with acetylated P31 for 5 
days. These NOD recipients were then injected with 50e6 P31 or BSA antigen-coupled 
cells from MHC-class II sufficient (WT) or deficient (CIITA KO) donors. (B) Five to seven 
week-old female NOD mice were injected with 2.5e6 in vitro activated, CD4+ BDC2.5 T 
cells. These NOD recipients were then injected with 50e6 P31 or BSA antigen-coupled 
cells from NOD or B6 donors. Disease was measured by blood glucose. A mouse 
showing two consecutive blood glucose readings above 250 mg/dL was considered to 
be diabetic. Data kindly provided by Kristen Pauken and Brian Fife.  
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Chapter 3: Multiphoton imaging sheds light on the molecular mechanisms 

underlying tolerance induction by antigen-coupled cells 

 

Giving credence to the observation that indirect presentation of antigen-coupled 

cells to autoreactive T cells is sufficient for tolerance induction, Luo and colleagues have 

recently demonstrated that dendritic cells are required for tolerance induction by antigen-

coupled cells [53]. Though macrophages and B cells were also shown to play a role in 

the uptake and processing of antigen-coupled cells, CD11c+ CD8+ splenic DCs were 

determined to be critical for tolerance induction in a mouse model of multiple sclerosis. 

Tolerance induction by CD11c+ CD8+ DC was attributed to an increased expression of 

regulatory surface markers, such as PD-L1, and secretion of anti-inflammatory 

cytokines, such as IL-10 [53]. Given the importance of DCs in the processing and 

presentation of antigen-coupled cells in tolerance induction, this section focuses on how 

T cell interactions with cognate DCs impact tolerance induction by antigen-coupled cells 

in the NOD model of T1D.  

 

3.1 Antigen-coupled cells accumulate in the pancreatic lymph node and spleen, but the 

spleen is required for tolerance induction 

 Acting as an additional reservoir for pancreatic antigen, the pancreatic lymph 

node has been suggested to play an important role in the priming of diabetogenic T cells 

as well as tolerance induction and maintenance. Indeed, the importance of the 

pancreatic lymph node in the priming of diabetogenic CD4+ T cells as well as 

maintaining peripheral tolerance has been well documented by our group and others [24, 

54]. Our group has also observed that in vitro activated BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells can home 

to the pancreatic lymph node prior to infiltrating and mediating the subsequent 
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destruction of the pancreas. Given the importance of the pancreatic lymph node in the 

initiation and suppression of autoreactive immune responses prior to 3 weeks of life [54] 

as well as the homing of BDC2.5 T cells to the pancreatic lymph node prior to disease 

onset, we next tested if tolerance induction by antigen-coupled cells could occur within 

the pancreatic lymph node.  

To determine whether antigen-coupled cells could accumulate in the pancreatic 

lymph node, P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells were fluorescently labeled with 

carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) and injected into non-diabetic 

female NOD recipients. These mice were euthanized at various times following injection 

of labeled antigen-coupled cells and the spleen and pancreatic lymph nodes were 

harvested separately and analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure 3A). P31-coupled ECDI-

fixed cells labeled with chloromethyl benzoyl amino tetramethylrhodamine (CMTMR) 

were also injected into non-diabetic NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients, which constitutively 

express YFP in all CD11c+ cells. The NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients were euthanized at 

various times following injection of labeled antigen-coupled cells and the pancreatic 

lymph node and spleen were excised for multiphoton imaging (Figure 3B,C). As 

expected based on work done by Miller and colleagues [51], antigen-coupled cells were 

more densely concentrated in the spleen (Figure 3B); however, labeled antigen-coupled 

cells were also present in the pancreatic lymph node. 

 Interestingly, multiphoton imaging revealed that antigen-coupled cells within the 

pancreatic lymph node can undergo apoptosis as early as 30 minutes following injection 

(Figure 3C) and appear to accumulate within DC bodies by 3 hours following injection 

(Figure 3D). Subsequent experiments utilizing confocal microscopy revealed that 

antigen-coupled cells accumulate in B cell-rich areas of both the pancreatic lymph node 

(Figure 4C-F) and the spleen (Figure 4A-B). In these experiments, CMTMR-labeled P31-
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coupled ECDI-fixed cells were injected into non-diabetic NOD recipients. The NOD 

recipients were euthanized at 3 hours following injection of labeled antigen-coupled cells 

and the pancreatic lymph node and spleen were prepared for confocal imaging as 

described in the methods section.   

Knowing that antigen-coupled cells were capable of accumulating in both the 

pancreatic lymph node and spleen, we set out to determine whether the pancreatic 

lymph node was sufficient for tolerance induction. To accomplish this, non-diabetic, 

female NOD mice were splenectomized and given two weeks to recover from the 

surgery. Following recovery, the splenectomized mice were given in vitro activated 

BDC2.5 T cells and either P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells or BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed 

cells (Figure 5). Based on the results of the disease course, it appears that the spleen in 

required for tolerance induction by P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells. Together these data 

indicate that though antigen-coupled cells can accumulate in both the pancreatic lymph 

node and spleen, the spleen is required for tolerance induction.  
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Figure 3. ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells can be found within the pancreatic 
lymph nodes and spleen as early as 30 minutes following injection. Five to seven 
week-old, non-diabetic, NOD female mice were given an intravenous injection of 50e6 
fluorescently labeled P31 antigen-coupled cells. (A) NOD recipients were euthanized 30 
minutes, 60 minutes and 3 hours following injection of CFSE-labeled antigen-coupled 
cells (N=3 mice/time). The pancreatic lymph nodes and spleen were processed 
separately and analyzed by flow cytometry. (B,C) NOD recipients were euthanized 30 
minutes following injection of CMTMR-labeled antigen-coupled cells (red) and the spleen 
(B) or pancreatic lymph node (C) was harvested for multiphoton imaging (N=2 
mice/time). (C) The top panel shows P31 antigen-coupled cells (red) undergoing 
apoptosis (arrow), the bottom panel shows P31 antigen coupled cell bodies (red) within 
CD11c+ DC (green; arrow) in the pancreatic lymph node. (D) Female NOD.CD11c.YFP 
mice (5-7 week-old) were injected with 5e6 CTV-labeled, naive BDC2.5 T cells (blue) 
and 50e6 CMTMR-labeled P31 antigen-coupled cells (red). Mice were euthanized at 3 
and 18 hours following injection of labeled antigen-coupled cells. The pancreatic lymph 
node was excised and imaged using multiphoton microscopy.  
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Figure 4a. Localization of ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells in the spleen. Five to 
seven week-old, non-diabetic, NOD female mice were given an intravenous injection of 
50e6 CMTMR-labeled P31 antigen-coupled cells (red). NOD recipients were euthanized 
3 hours following injection of fluorescently labeled antigen-coupled cells (N=4 mice/time). 
The pancreatic lymph nodes and spleen were processed separately and prepared for 
confocal microscopy as described in the methods section. Tissue sections were stained 
for CD11c (AF488, green), B220 (Pacific Orange, yellow) and CD3 (APC, blue). Insets 
represent enhanced images from the spleen (A-B). P31 antigen coupled cells (red) have 
been circled. Scale bars = 50µm.  
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Figure 4b. Localization of ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells in the pancreatic 
lymph nodes. Five to seven week-old, non-diabetic, NOD female mice were given an 
intravenous injection of 50e6 CMTMR-labeled P31 antigen-coupled cells (red). NOD 
recipients were euthanized 3 hours following injection of fluorescently labeled antigen-
coupled cells (N=4 mice/time). The pancreatic lymph nodes and spleen were processed 
separately and prepared for confocal microscopy as described in the methods section. 
Tissue sections were stained for CD11c (AF488, green), B220 (Pacific Orange, yellow) 
and CD3 (APC, blue). Insets represent enhanced images from the pancreatic lymph 
node (C-F). P31 antigen coupled cells (red) have been circled. Scale bars = 50µm.  
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Figure 5. The spleen is required for tolerance induction by ECDI-fixed antigen-
coupled cells. Five to seven week-old female NOD mice were splenectomized (SPLNX) 
and injected with 2.5e6 in vitro activated BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells and 50e6 P31 or BSA 
antigen-coupled cells. Disease was measured by blood glucose. A mouse showing two 
consecutive blood glucose readings above 250 mg/dL was considered to be diabetic. 
These experiments were done in collaboration with Dr. Brian Fife, Kristen Pauken and 
Dr. Justin Spanier.  
 

3.2 Dynamic CD4+ T cell motility changes during the course of tolerance induction by 

antigen-coupled cells 

Naïve T cells will move at a high velocity throughout the lymph node and spleen, 

actively scanning the tissue for DCs presenting cognate antigens. Once the naïve T cell 

comes into contact with its cognate antigen bearing dendritic cell, it will slow down, 

forming stable contacts and eventually become arrested on the DC, in the process 

upregulating surface activation markers effector cytokines and the proteins needed to 

undergo proliferation. After a defined amount of contact time, these now activated T cells 

will break stable contacts with the DCs, regain motility and eventually migrate out of the 

lymph node and to the site of infection. While it has been extensively published that 

effector T cells have to receive a stop signal to become activated (reviewed in 55), the 
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question of whether tolerized cells also have to receive a stop signal to become tolerized 

has yet to be answered.  

Some groups contend that T cells undergoing tolerance only need to make 

transient, non-stable contacts with the Ag-bearing DCs [56, 57] while others believe that 

a T cell has to physically stop and form stable contacts with Ag-bearing DCs to become 

fully tolerized [58]. To determine whether BDC2.5 T cells require a “stop” signal to 

become tolerized, non-diabetic, female NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients were injected with in 

vitro activated BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells and P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells or BSA-coupled 

ECDI-fixed cells. The pancreatic lymph node as well as the spleen were excised from 

the NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients and imaged using multiphoton microscopy.  

 As shown in Figure 6, activated BDC2.5 T cells respond to P31-coupled ECDI-

fixed cells differently than BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed cells in both the pancreatic lymph 

node and the spleen. Though not uniformly stopped, as seen with the control group 

treated with 50ug acetylated P31 prior to imaging, BDC2.5 T cell clusters are evident in 

the pancreatic lymph node of NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients having received P31-coupled 

ECDI-fixed cells. These clusters persist for upwards of thirty minutes. Conversely, 

BDC2.5 T cells display random, non-direct migration in the pancreatic lymph nodes of 

NOD.CD11c.YFP mice having received BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed cells.  

Given the importance of the spleen for tolerance induction by P31-coupled ECDI-

fixed cells, we are currently in the process of troubleshooting multiphoton imaging of the 

spleen, so we can get a better idea of how antigen-coupled cells impact dynamic T cell 

motility during tolerance induction in this organ.  
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Figure 6. Multiphoton imaging reveals the impact ECDI-fixed antigen coupled cells 
have on the motility of BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells in the pancreatic lymph node. (A) 
Female NOD.CD11c.YFP mice (5-7 week-old) were injected with 2.5e6 CMTMR-
labeled, in vitro activated CD4+ BDC2.5 T cells and 50e6 P31 or BSA antigen-coupled 
cells. To control for antigen load, NOD.CD11c.YFP mice that had received activated 
BDC2.5 T cells were injected with 50ug of acetylated p31 for five minutes prior to death. 
Mice were euthanized at 12-14 hours following injection of cells. The pancreatic lymph 
node was excised and imaged using multiphoton microscopy. For clarity, the image only 
displays CMTMR-labeled BDC.5 T cells (red), the circled region in the top panel indicate 
cluster formations. (B) Quantification of velocity. Data representative of 10-12 videos 
taken from 2 mice.  Each dot in this plot indicates the velocity of a single cell. The 
average velocity of 50 cells total was analyzed and presented here. (C) Quantification of 
the mean displacement of BDC2.5 T cells over time. Data are representative of 10-12 
videos from 2 mice total. Images were analyzed using Imaris software (Bitplane).  
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Chapter 4: Discussion  

Our lab and others have demonstrated that the i.v. administration of antigen-

pulsed, ECDI-fixed splenic APCs can promote long-lived clonal anergy of Ag-specific 

CD4+ T cells both in vitro and in vivo [23, 51, 53]. In this study, we used the 

NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1 CD4+ transgenic mouse model of T1D as a reductionist approach 

to understand how these antigen-coupled cells induce peripheral tolerance in NOD 

recipients. The benefit of this transgenic mouse model is that in vitro activated 

NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1 CD4+ T cells can be used to synchronously induce disease in 

100% of NOD recipients 5 days after adoptive transfer [23] (Figure 1). Additionally, 

concurrent injection of splenic APCs fixed with 1040-31, the high affinity peptide agonist 

of the BDC2.5 TCR, with in vitro activated BDC2.5 T cells can prevent T1D in 100% of 

the recipients and establish long-lived tolerance [23].  

Similar to work done by Miller and colleagues [51,53], the work presented in this 

thesis has demonstrated that indirect presentation of antigen-coupled cells is sufficient to 

induce tolerance in NOD recipients. Though our work cannot definitively exclude direct 

presentation of antigen-coupled cells as a viable route of tolerance induction, data from 

Miller and colleagues showing that ECDI-fixed splenocytes are highly apoptotic [51], as 

well as data presented within this thesis demonstrating that antigen-coupled cells 

derived from both class-II-deficient and class-II mismatched donors can induce tolerance 

as effectively as antigen-coupled cells from syngeneic NOD donors would suggest that 

direct presentation plays a small role in tolerance induction (Figure 2).   

Recent studies published by Luo and colleagues supports the hypothesis that 

indirect presentation of antigen-coupled cells is sufficient for tolerance induction in a 

mouse model of autoimmunity. In their paper, Luo and colleagues demonstrated that 

while macrophages and B cells do appear to have a role in the uptake and processing of 
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antigen-coupled cells, CD11c+ CD8+ splenic DCs are critical for tolerance induction in a 

mouse model of multiple sclerosis. Given the importance of DCs in the processing and 

presentation of antigen-coupled cells in tolerance induction, we set out to understand 

how T cell interactions with cognate DCs impact tolerance induction by antigen-coupled 

cells in the NOD model of T1D.  

Acting as an additional reservoir for pancreatic antigen and the preferential 

homing site for in vitro activated BDC2.5 T cells prior to disease onset, the pancreatic 

lymph node seemed an obvious site of tolerance induction. Indeed, data collected in this 

study indicated antigen-coupled cells could be found as early as 30 minutes within the 

pancreatic lymph node (Figure 3). By 3 hours following injection, antigen-coupled cells 

could be found almost exclusively within DC bodies. While we could find BDC2.5 T cells 

interacting with antigen-coupled cell-bearing DCs within the pancreatic lymph node, a 

disease course in splenectomized mice indicated that the spleen was essential for 

tolerance induction (Figure 5). 

Though initially surprising, this result fits with what is known about the trafficking 

of activated CD4+ T cells. Upon activation, CD4+ T cells lose expression of CD62L. This 

down-regulation of CD62L is thought to be important for redirecting effector cells from 

lymph nodes to the sites of infection. Though activated CD4+ T cells can eventually 

migrate into lymph nodes, they more readily accumulate within the spleen. Given that 

antigen-coupled cells appear to be present at a higher density within the spleen as well 

as the ease of effector CD4+ T cell entry into the spleen, it is not surprising that the 

spleen would act as a site for tolerance induction in the NOD mouse. Knowing the 

impact the spleen has on antigen-coupled cell-mediated tolerance induction, future 

studies will be directed at understanding how changes in dynamic T cell motility within 

the spleen impact tolerance induction.  
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As mentioned previously, naïve T cells will move at a high velocity throughout the 

lymph node and spleen, actively scanning the tissue for its cognate, antigen-bearing DC. 

Once the naïve T cell comes into contact with its cognate antigen-bearing DC, it will slow 

down, forming stable contacts and eventually become arrested on the DC, in the 

process upregulating surface activation markers effector cytokines and the proteins 

needed to undergo proliferation. After a defined amount of contact time, these now 

activated T cells will break stable contacts with the DCs, regain motility and eventually 

migrate out of the lymph node and to the site of infection. While it has been extensively 

published that effector T cells have to receive a stop signal in order to become activated 

(reviewed in 55), the question of whether tolerized cells also have to receive a stop 

signal to become tolerized has yet to be answered. 

The issue of stopping in order to induce tolerance is still a debated subject. While 

some groups believe that T cells undergoing tolerance only need to make transient, non-

stable contacts with Ag-bearing DCs [56, 57], others believe that a T cell has to 

physically stop and form stable contacts with Ag-bearing DCs in order to become fully 

tolerized [58]. Data presented within this thesis would suggest that activated BDC2.5 T 

cells respond to P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells differently than BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed 

cells in both the pancreatic lymph node and the spleen. Though not uniformly stopped, 

as seen with the control group treated with 50ug acetylated P31 prior to imaging, 

BDC2.5 T cell clusters are evident in the pancreatic lymph node of NOD.CD11c.YFP 

recipients having received P31-coupled ECDI-fixed cells (Figure 6). These clusters 

persist for upwards of thirty minutes. Conversely, BDC2.5 T cells display random, non-

direct migration in the pancreatic lymph nodes of NOD.CD11c.YFP mice having received 

BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed cells. Though preliminary, work done in the spleen also hints at 

differences in the overall velocity of activated BDC2.5 T cells in response to P31-coupled 
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ECDI-fixed cells when compared to BSA-coupled ECDI-fixed cells. Together, these data 

would suggest that the induction of tolerance could be associated with changes in 

dynamic T cell motility; however, future work will be required to understand whether 

stable contacts with DCs bearing relevant antigen-coupled cells are essential for 

tolerance induction. 

An interesting question that was not fully addressed in this thesis focuses on the 

anatomical location of tolerance induction. To this end, our lab is interested in 

understanding how antigen-coupled cells gain access to the spleen and pancreatic 

lymph node and where antigen-coupled cells accumulate in relation to activated BDC2.5 

T cells. Preliminary data presented in Figure 4 would suggest that antigen-coupled cells 

accumulate within B cell-rich areas of both the spleen (Figure 4A-B) and pancreatic 

lymph node (Figure 4C-F); however, future experiments will be necessary to understand 

how antigen-coupled cells gain access to the spleen and pancreatic lymph node and 

where tolerance induction may be occurring. To this end, we are interested in 

understanding the role the lymphatics and vasculature play in draining antigen-coupled 

cells within secondary lymphoid organs and the relative contribution of macrophages, B 

cells and dendritic cells to the processing and presentation of antigen-coupled cells. 

The work presented in this thesis characterizes a novel cell-based therapeutic for 

T1D. Intravenous treatment of antigen-coupled, ECDI-fixed splenocytes has proven to 

be one of the more promising modes of tolerance induction for the prevention and 

treatment of autoimmune diabetes [23]. Though administration of these antigen-coupled 

cells is a powerful method of tolerance induction both in vitro and in vivo, antigen-

coupled cell therapy is not optimal [23]. This is in part because the mechanism of 

antigen-coupled cell induced tolerance has yet to be elucidated. Though the route of 

administration, dosage, levels of costimulation, T cell polarization and regulatory T cell 
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induction are all likely to contribute to tolerance induction by antigen-coupled cells, a 

concrete mechanism has yet to be defined. The goal of this thesis was to better 

understand the mechanisms underlying the processing and presentation of antigen-

coupled cells, with the ultimate goal of using that information to improve the efficacy of 

this therapeutic.  
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Chapter 5: Materials and Methods 

 

Mice. Female NOD mice were purchased from Taconic. NOD.BDC2.5 TCR Tg+ mice 

were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, MA). NOD.BDC2.5 TCR Tg+ 

mice were crossed to NOD.Thy1.1 mice to generate NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1+ TCR Tg+ 

mice. C57BL/6 CD11c.YFP mice were obtained from M. Nussenzweig (Rockefeller 

University, New York, NY) and were backcrossed for more than 12 generations to NOD. 

Mice were 3-7 weeks old at the initiation of the experiments. All animal experiments 

were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of 

Minnesota, Minneapolis.  

 

Antigens.1040-p31 peptide (YVRPLWVRME) was purchased from Genemed Synthesis 

Inc. The amino acid composition was verified by mass spectrometry and purity (>98%) 

was assessed by HPLC.  

 

Generation of ECDI-fixed antigen-coupled cells. The spleen was harvested from 

male NOD donors between 3 and 6 weeks of age and processed in 1X sterile PBS. A 

single cell suspension was created by mechanically passing the tissue through a screen. 

Splenocytes were then lysed with ACK lysis buffer for 45 seconds at room temperature. 

Following ACK lysis, the single cell suspensions from the spleen was resuspended at a 

final concentration of 300e6 cells/mL in PBS. Non-acetylated 1040-31 or BSA was 

added at a final concentration of 0.5mg/mL. Ethylenecarbodiimide (ECDI, Sigma E1769-

10G) was added at a final concentration of 30mg/mL in sterile PBS. After the addition of 

peptide and ECDI, the cells were incubated on ice with shaking for 30-45 minutes. 

Following incubation, the cells were washed twice in sterile, 1X PBS and filtered through 
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a 70um screen and prepared for injection. Mice received 50e6 antigen-coupled cells 

intraveneously.   

 

In vitro activation of BDC2.5 T cells. Secondary lymphoid organs from female 

NOD.BDC2.5.Thy1.1+ donor between 5 and 7 weeks old were harvested and processed 

separately in sterile-filtered DMEM containing 1% fetal calf serum (D1F). A single cell 

suspension was created by mechanically passing the tissue through a screen. The 

spleen was lysed with ACK lysis buffer for 45 seconds at room temperature. Following 

ACK lysis, the single cell suspensions from the lymph nodes and spleen were combined 

at a final concentration of 6e6 cells/mL in complete media containing DMEM, 10% fetal 

bovine serum, HEPES, non-essential amino acids, glutamax, pen/strep and 2-b-

mercaptoethanol. Acetylated 1040-31 was added at a final concentration of 0.5µM. After 

the addition of acetylated 1040-31, the cells were plated in a T-75 flask and kept at 37C 

in a humidified environment containing 5% CO2. Cells were fed on day 2, split on day 3 

and harvested for transfer on day 4. Purity was assessed by flow cytometry prior to 

adoptive transfer of these activated BDC2.5 T cells.   

 

Adoptive transfer of in vitro activated BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells for disease course. 

2.75e6 in vitro activated CD44highCD4+ BDC2.5 T cells were injected into prediabetic 

female NOD recipients between 5 and 7 weeks old. Blood glucose levels were used as a 

readout of disease induction and were measured using an Accu-Check glucometer 

(Roche). Mice with two blood glucose measurements above 250 mg/dL were considered 

diabetic.   
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Multiphoton imaging of BDC2.5 T cells and antigen-coupled cells. In vitro activated 

BDC2.5 CD4+ T cells were resuspended at 10e6 cells/mL in DMEM containing 1% fetal 

calf serum (D1F) and labeled with CellTracker Orange (CMTMR, Invitrogen, Cat. No. 

C2927) at a final concentration of  5uM for 15-30 minutes at 37C. Following incubation, 

the reaction was quenched with equal volumes of DMEM containing 10% fetal calf 

serum (D10F). Labeled BDC2.5 T cells were then washed twice in D1F, counted and 

then injected into female NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients between 5-7 weeks of age (2.75e6 

CD4+ BDC2.5 T cells/recipient).  

As a control for motility and lymph node health, polyclonal T cells were isolated 

from the lymph nodes of NOD donors between 4-6 weeks of age. The polyclonal T cells 

were resuspended at 10e6 cells/mL in PBS containing 10% fetal calf serum and labeled 

with CellTracker Violet (CTV, Invitrogen, Cat. No. C34557) at a final concentration of 

16.667 µM for 15 minutes at 37C. Following incubation, the reaction was quenched with 

equal volumes of D10F. Labeled NOD polyclonal T cells were then washed twice in D1F, 

counted and then injected into female NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients between 5-7 weeks of 

age (10e6 polyclonal T cells/recipient). In addition to CMTMR-labeled CD4+ BDC2.5 T 

cells and CTV-labeled polyclonal NOD T cells, NOD.CD11c.YFP recipients also received 

unlabeled, 1040-31-fixed antigen coupled cells (50e6 cells/recipient). NOD.CD11c.YFP 

recipients were euthanized at various times following injection of CMTMR labeled 

BDC2.5 T cells, CTV-labeled NOD polyclonal cells and unlabeled antigen-coupled cells. 

The spleen and pancreatic lymph node B were excised, cleaned and mounted to a 

plastic coverslip.  

Explanted tissue was imaged using a Leica SP5 TCS multiphoton microscope. 

Prior to imaging, media containing RPMI and pen/strep was heated to 37C and infused 
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with oxygen. During this time, a heating cube was used to warm and maintain the 

temperature of the imaging area at 37.5C. In addition to the heating cube, an in-line 

heater was used to ensure the oxygen-infused media circulating through the microscope 

dish remained at 37.5C. Images were taken with 20X water immersion objective (1.0 

NA) using the 500/550/565 dichroic long-pass filter sets. Line averaging was enabled 

and set between 4 and 6 while collecting images. The general laser settings were set as 

follows while imaging between 840 and 860 nm: 10% transmission, 100% gain and 78-

88% offset, depending on the wavelength of light used. Images collected from the 

multiphoton microscope were analyzed in Imaris (version 5.7.2 x 64, Bitplane). Tracking 

data generated by the Imaris software were analyzed in Microsoft Excel with a custom 

macro written in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications. 

 

Confocal imaging of antigen-coupled cells. Once fixed with 1040-31, antigen-coupled 

cells were resuspended at 10e6 cells/mL in DMEM containing 1% fetal calf serum (D1F) 

and labeled with CellTracker Orange (CMTMR, Invitrogen, Cat. No. C2927) at a final 

concentration of 5µM for 30 minutes at 37C. Following incubation, the reaction was 

quenched with equal volumes of DMEM containing 10% fetal calf serum. Labeled 

antigen coupled cells were then washed twice in D1F, counted and then injected into 

female NOD recipients between 6-7 weeks of age (50e6 antigen-coupled cells/recipient).  

NOD recipients were euthanized at various times following injection of CMTMR 

labeled, antigen-coupled cells. The spleen, pancreatic, axillary and brachial lymph nodes 

were removed and embedded within OCT freezing medium (Tissue-Tek, Cat. No. 4583). 

Tissues were then frozen in 2-methylbutane in a chamber containing dry ice. Once 

frozen, tissue blocks were stored in the -80 freezer. Tissues were partially thawed in the 

-20C freezer for at least an hour prior to cutting on the Leica CM1800 cryostat. Tissues 
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were then cut in 7.5 µm sections, allowed to dry at room temperature for 30 minutes and 

fixed in acetone for 10 minutes at -20C. The sections were again left to dry at room 

temperature for 30 minutes and stored at room temperature in the dark until staining.  

Prior to staining, tissue was reconstituted in 200uL of PBS for 5 minutes at room 

temperature. Following reconstitution, the tissue was blocked with 5% BSA diluted in 

PBS for 2 hours at room temperature. Slides were washed three times in PBS for 5 

minutes each following blocking and stained with a master mix for 20 minutes at room 

temperature. Conjugated primary antibodies were administered at a final dilution of 

1:100 in PBS. Unconjugated primary antibodies were administered at a final dilution of 

1:250 in PBS. If required, slides were washed 3 times in PBS (5 minutes each) following 

incubation with unconjugated primary antibodies and secondary antibodies were 

administered at a final dilution of 1:250 in PBS and allowed to stain for 20 minutes at 

room temperature. Following incubation with the secondary antibody, slides were 

washed 3 times in PBS (5 minutes each), stained with Prolong Gold Reagent (with or 

without DAPI, depending on the experiment) and sealed with a coverslip.         

 Slides were imaged using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Tiled images were 

taken with either the 40X or 63X oil immersion objective using the 488/543/633 triple 

dichroic filter setting or the substrate filter setting to detect fluorophores excited by the 

UV laser. Line averaging was enabled while collecting tiled images and was set between 

2 and 4. Additionally, the pinhole was set between 1 and 1.5 AU while collecting tiled 

images. Laser power was set as follows: 405 laser at 10%, 488 laser between 10-15%, 

543, 594 and 633 lasers between 10-25%. Commonly used spectral gates were set as 

follows: Pacific Orange, excited by the 405 laser, was collected between 470 and 

535nm; AF488, excited by the 488 laser, was collected between 498 and 550nm; 

AF546, excited off of the 543 laser, was collected between 560 and 625nm; AF647, 
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excited by the 633 laser, was collected between 650 and 700nm. Images collected from 

the SP5 confocal microscope were analyzed in Imaris (version 7.0.0 or 7.4.6, Bitplane). 
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